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I dont know how to enable hibernation. goofey_: boot to live CD, hold shift at boot, select live desktop and hold shift
when booting, you can run the desktop in live mode then remove the HDD and reboot with it attached to another
system, then install to the new system rob____: could try this in the command line: sudo mkdir
/sys/firmware/acpi/interrupts/0/; sudo echo 0 > /sys/firmware/acpi/interrupts/0/disable; echo 0000000 >
/sys/firmware/acpi/interrupts/0/enable ok i'll try that !hibernate | goofey_ goofey_: Suspend to RAM is a process that
can put your system to sleep more efficiently than either a full shutdown or restart, all while improving latency. See
:) ok worked thanks nickserv identify xxx oops *its possible to have 2 OS on 1 machine? My packagekit crashes
when I click upgrade on the Update Manager, but not on the terminal. I tried running it on the terminal using "sudo
dpkg --configure -a", and it said that there was no space left on the device. Any ideas on how to fix it? It's really
annoying when it hangs when you're trying to upgrade. why is the ubuntu desktop so heavy ok thank you rob____:
yes but is not advised as it can cause data loss b0bsF1sh i have windows 7 and ubuntu installed atm but i have a disk
with win7 and i was going to install ubuntu on that but i think i need to install it on the disk that i use for ubuntu
flodine: define 'heavy' flodine: how does

This package will help you download the Waves MaxxAudio Pro for Dell application from the Microsoft
Windows Store. The Waves Maxx Audio application is ... In September 2008, the company launched its
first product on the market, the Microsoft Windows Media Center Edition (WMSE) multimedia station
software, which allowed the user to organize a home media dining room on a computer using this
purpose a wide range of multimedia formats. In June 2010, the company announced its readiness to
create its first mobile product for working with multimedia in the Windows Phone standard. fffad4f19a
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